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dawn of war ii was the culmination of a decade of 40,000-hours of real-time strategy & tactical
combat development. like its first, more story-driven, sibling warhammer 40,000: space marine, it is
also a game about struggle, survival, and honouring an ancient and proud warrior code. despite its
flaws, dawn of war ii still manages to rise above the rest of the series and carve out its own niche in

the warhammer 40k universe, and for that it deserves its place at the top of the 40k rts tree.
warhammer 40,000: dawn of war 2: retribution - copyright games workshop limited 2011. dawn of
war, the dawn of war ii logo, gw, games workshop, the games workshop logo, space marine, 40k,

warhammer, warhammer 40,000 device, the double-headed eagle device and all associated marks,
logos, places, names, creatures, races and race insignia/devices/logos/symbols, vehicles, locations,

weapons, units and unit insignia, characters, products, illustrations and images from the dawn of war
ii - retribution game and the warhammer 40,000 universe are either, and/or games workshop ltd
2000-2011, variably registered in the uk and other countries around the world, and used under

license. all rights reserved. developed by relic entertainment. and it works. dawn of war ii nipped,
tucked, tweaked and twiddled the venerable rts mechanics in such a way that, for once, the game
simply felt like an rts. the game engine was fast, the physics were decent, the ui was intuitive, and
the action had an incredible amount of tactical depth. all the classic warhammer 40k-isms we grew

up with were present and accounted for, but tweaked to such an extent that the game never
dragged.
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dawn of war ii has a similarly broad appeal.
warhammer 40,000, not always a well-

regarded setting, has gained a larger and
larger audience over the last decade.

players from across the spectrum of 40k
fandom and open-minded game

enthusiasts alike are drawn to the
campaigns flexible lore and fluid

approachability. looking back, the core
concepts were there. the original dawn of

war was a success because it did not
overstay its welcome. it had a short
campaign, yes, but it contained just

enough mechanics and just enough in-
jokes that a good number of us were still

bemoaning its absence long after the
campaign ended and we could move on to

the meat of the game- the combat. now
dawn of war ii does the same. the games

long campaign (akin to an rts military
campaign) should take the players through
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an array of exciting encounters, as they
fight for control of the sub-sector aurelia,

before they can move on to their first
battle of the campaign, the crucial der

eisendrache operation. warhammer 40,000
features some of the most iconic and over
the top characters in all of science fiction
(and dare i say it - mythology). characters

like the chaos space marines, blood angels,
emperor’s children, dark angels, gold

plated space marines and space wolves are
just a handful of the best known and most
recognisable from the warhammer 40,000

universe. however, the novelty of the
setting is lessened as the campaign

proceeds and an underlying familiarity with
the 40k universe begins to grow. with this
familiarity comes a greater focus on small
narrative twists that one couldn’t possibly

have predicted, but which the player is
encouraged to actively seek out. these

moments are probably most apparent to
newer players but we see the same thing
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with fans of a more traditional rts. taking
the novelty of the setting and opening up
the lore to thousands of new players is a

crucial part of the dawn of war ii
experience. 5ec8ef588b
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